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SET domain protein lysine methyltransferases (PKMT) are a struc-
turally unique class of enzymes that catalyze the specific methyl-
ation of lysine residues in a number of different substrates.
Especially histone-specific SET domain PKMTs have received wide-
spread attention because of their roles in the regulation of epige-
netic gene expression and the development of some cancers.
Rubisco large subunit methyltransferase (RLSMT) is a chloroplast-
localized SET domain PKMT responsible for the formation of
trimethyl-lysine-14 in the large subunit of Rubisco, an essential
photosynthetic enzyme. Here, we have used cryoelectron micros-
copy to produce an 11-Å density map of the Rubisco–RLSMT
complex. The atomic model of the complex, obtained by fitting
crystal structures of Rubisco and RLSMT into the density map,
shows that the extensive contact regions between the 2 proteins
are mainly mediated by hydrophobic residues and leucine-rich
repeats. It further provides insights into potential conformational
changes thatmay occur during substrate binding and catalysis. This
study presents the first structural analysis of a SET domain PKMT
in complex with its intact polypeptide substrate.
electron microscopy  LSMT  SET domain  single particle
SET [SU(VAR)3–9, E(Z), and TRX] domain protein lysinemethyltransferases (PKMTs) are a structurally unique class
of enzymes that catalyze the formation of site-specific methyl-
ated lysine residues in a number of different polypeptide sub-
strates including cytochrome c (1, 2), histones (3), ribosomal
proteins (3, 4), p53 (5), TAF10 (6), -tocopherol methyltrans-
ferase (7), and ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase
(Rubisco) (8). All SET domain PKMTs have a unique and
conserved structural motif that contains separate binding sites
for the target protein substrate and the methyl donor, S-
adenosylmethionine (AdoMet) (9). The mechanisms by which
these enzymes achieve site-specific methylation is of great
interest and histone-specific SET domain protein methyltrans-
ferases (HKMTs) have received widespread attention because of
their roles in the regulation of epigenetic gene expression and the
development of some cancers (9, 10). The specificity of several
SET domain PKMTs has been examined through structural and
biochemical analyses of ternary complexes with bound polypep-
tide substrates, but all of these studies used short synthetic
polypeptide mimetics of the intact polypeptide substrate and
therefore do not account for the potential influence of areas
outside the immediate residues flanking the target lysine meth-
ylation site (11–16). Rubisco large subunit methyltransferase
(RLSMT) is a chloroplast-localized SET domain PKMT respon-
sible for the formation of trimethyl-lysine-14 in the large subunit
of Rubisco (8, 17), an essential photosynthetic enzyme with a
hexadecameric structure and large molecular mass (534 kDa).
Detailed information is available regarding the structure, cata-
lytic mechanism, active site residues, and the kinetic reaction
mechanism for pea RLSMT (7, 8, 17, 18) as well as Rubisco (for
review see, ref. 19). In contrast to other PKMTs all of the existing
biochemical characterization of pea RLSMT has used its intact
polypeptide substrate, Rubisco, and these studies suggest that
there are distinct interactions between the 2 proteins that create
a tight and specific interaction before methylation of Lys-14 in
the large subunit of Rubisco (8, 18). Here, we present a structure
of the complex formed by pea RLSMT with spinach Rubisco
obtained by single-particle cryoelectron microscopy (EM) that
reveals extensive contact regions between the 2 proteins and
provides insights into potential conformational changes that may
occur during substrate binding and catalysis. Our findings may
also apply to the interactions of other SET domain PKMTs with
their intact polypeptide substrates, such as the interaction be-
tween histone PKMTs and nucleosome core particles.
Results and Discussion
The macromolecular complex between Rubisco and RLSMT
represents an ideal model for a single-particle EM analysis of
the interaction between a SET domain PKMT and its intact
polypeptide substrate for a number of reasons. (i) High-
resolution crystal structures are available for both Rubisco,
mostly for the spinach enzyme (19), and RLSMT from pea (8,
17, 20), (ii) spinach Rubisco and pea RLSMT interact very
tightly [KD0.1 M (18)], (iii) Rubisco is a sufficiently large
protein (534 kDa) to be amenable to cryo-EM, and (iv) the
core structure of Rubisco is a D4 symmetrical octamer of large
subunits with the target lysine residue located in a random coil,
solvent-accessible N-terminal region (19). Current structures
describing the interactions between SET domain PKMTs and
protein substrates are limited to short polypeptide substrates
encompassing the target lysine methylation site (10). It is
widely believed, however, that the recognition of polypeptide
substrates by SET domain PKMTs extends well beyond the
immediate lysine binding site and f lanking cleft, to more
remote regions of PKMTs (12). Two molecular docking models
exist that support the idea of large contact regions between
SET domain PKMTs and polypeptide substrates, one portray-
ing the interaction of RLSMT with Rubisco (8), and the other
the interaction of SET8 with a nucleosome core particle (12).
Both models suggest that the N- and C-terminal f lanking
motifs (nSET and cSET) and the inserted -helical domain
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bisecting the SET domain (iSET) could play important roles in
substrate binding. RLSMT also contains a C-terminal lobe
domain that comprises 176 residues, which is unique to
RLSMT and may also be involved in substrate recognition (8).
To study its interaction with Rubisco, we used pea RLSMT,
the only homolog that can be produced recombinantly with good
methylation activity and that allowed the determination of its
3-dimensional structure by X-ray crystallography (8). However,
pea Rubisco does not bind with any apparent or detectable
affinity to methylated Rubisco, the only form of Rubisco that can
be isolated from pea. We therefore used Rubisco purified from
spinach for our studies, because it is not methylated in vivo
(although spinach possesses an RLSMT homolog) and is an
excellent substrate for pea RLSMT, which catalyzes its methyl-
ation on Lys-14 in the presence of AdoMet (18). Because the
Rubisco complex consists of 8 symmetrically (D4) arranged
small and large subunits, it has 8 putative binding sites for
RLSMT. Cross-linking of the complex and subsequent analysis
by native PAGE showed a ladder of increasing molecular mass
entities beginning with native Rubisco, indicating that at least 4
RLSMTs can simultaneously bind to Rubisco (Fig. 1A). Because
cross-linking studies are done at low protein concentrations to
avoid nonspecific cross-linking artifacts, the likelihood is high
that full occupancy is not reached, especially for complexes with
a low binding affinity. We therefore examined Rubisco–RLSMT
complexes by single-particle EM of negatively stained particles,
which allowed us to use higher protein concentrations. The
averages revealed that at a molar excess of RLSMT up to 8
RLSMTmolecules can bind to Rubisco; thus, all binding sites on
Rubisco can simultaneously be occupied by RLSMT [Fig. 1B and
supporting information (SI) Fig. S1]. Because the RLSMT
molecules bound to Rubisco are represented by clear and strong
densities in the class averages, the observed interactions are
likely to be specific. If RLSMT bound to Rubisco in a random,
nonspecific manner, averaging of the images would have caused
the densities representing the RLSMT molecules to smear out.
Full decoration of Rubisco with RLSMT required a high
molar excess of RLSMT, but the resulting high background of
unbound RLSMT made imaging the complex by cryo-EM
impossible. Attempts to remove unbound RLSMT by gel filtra-
tion chromatography caused the complex to dissociate. We
therefore used a Rubisco:RLSMTmixture at a molar ratio of 1:1
Fig. 1. Stoichiometry of the Rubisco–RLSMT complex and 3-dimensional reconstruction of the 1:1 complex. (A) Rubisco and RLSMT were incubated at a molar
ratio of 1:20 and 1:40 with the cross-linker BMH for 30 min at room temperature. The cross-linked products were resolved on a native PAA-gel and stained with
Coomassie blue. The bands corresponding to heterooligomers are marked with black arrows. (B) Single-particle electron microscopy of negatively stained
Rubisco–RLSMTcomplexes. RubiscoandRLSMTwere incubatedatmolar ratiosof 1:1, 1:8, and1:50 for 1hat 4 °Cbefore staining for EM. Shownare representative
class averages of Rubisco–RLSMT complexes, each containing 100–300 particles. The black arrow heads in two of the class averages point to densities
corresponding to RLSMT molecules bound to Rubisco. For comparison a volume was calculated from the spinach Rubisco crystal structure (PDB ID code 1RXO)
(40), low-pass filtered to 25 Å and projected (Top Left). (Scale bar, 10 nm.) (C) A typical electron micrograph area of Rubisco–RLSMT complexes in vitrified ice.
(Scale bar, 50 nm.) (D) Views of the Rubisco–RLSMT density map. The Rubisco complex is shown in blue and RLSMT in yellow. (Scale bar, 5 nm.)
























for imaging by cryo-EM (Figs. 1C and S2A). Image processing
showed that 30% of Rubisco had one RLSMT bound at this
mixing ratio (see Materials and Methods). Extensive image
processing was performed (a detailed description is provided in
Materials and Methods) to produce a density map from 29,000
single-particle images at 11-Å resolution (Fig. 1D and S2B),
according to Fourier shell correlation (Fig. S2D). By fitting the
crystal structures of Rubisco and RLSMT into this density map,
we were able to build an atomic model of the complex (Fig. 2).
A caveat of our work is that we are studying the interaction of
recombinant pea RLSMTwith Rubisco isolated from a different
species, spinach. Although RLSMT homologs are expressed in
all plants, Rubisco’s large subunit is not always methylated at
Lys-14 in vivo. Rubisco is methylated, for example, in pea and
tobacco, but not in corn, spinach, or wheat. To show in vitro
binding of pea RLSMT with its natural substrate, unmethylated
pea Rubisco, it would be necessary to isolate Rubisco from pea
plants, in which RLSMT has been knocked down by RNA
interference (RNAi). Transformation of pea plants is not well
established, however. We therefore used tobacco plants, which
are easily transformed and whose Rubisco, like in pea, is
methylated in vivo. Tobacco Rubisco isolated from RLSMT
knockdown plants proved to be a good substrate for pea
RLSMT, which catalyzed methylation of the large subunit with
kinetic parameters (Km  9.89 M) similar to those when
spinach Rubisco was used as substrate (Km  1.4 M) (Fig. S3
A and B). Moreover, pea RLSMT formed a comparably tight
complex with the unmethylated form of tobacco Rubisco (KD 
0.4 M) as with spinach Rubisco (KD  0.1 M) (Fig. S3C)
(18). These results thus suggest that the interaction of pea
RLSMT with naturally unmethylated Rubiscos, such as spinach
Rubisco, is representative of the interaction that occurs in
species, in which Rubisco is naturally methylated.
Our model consisting of Rubisco with one bound RLSMT
reveals that RLSMT binds primarily to the large subunit of
Rubisco and not to the small subunit located at the 2 ends of the
Rubisco molecule. Although the N-terminal SET domain of
RLSMT is located close to the Rubisco Lys-14 site, the elongated
C-lobe stretches along a pair of Rubisco large subunits.
Whereas both crystal structures fit well into the EM recon-
struction, the C terminus of RLSMT protrudes from the density
map (Fig. 2A). In the crystal structure, RLSMT formed a trimer
that was held together by the C termini extending into the
interlobe cleft of a neighboring molecule (8). Because RLSMT
exists as a monomer in solution or in the Rubisco–RLSMT
complex, it is very likely that this f lexible domain folds back onto
its own interlobe cleft as modeled in Fig. S4.
Our 3D density map of the Rubisco–RLSMT complex also
reveals why 8 RLSMT molecules can bind to Rubisco without
sterical hindrance (Figs. 1B and S1C). The N-terminal region of
a Rubisco large subunit is paired with the C-terminal region of
an adjacent large subunit, forming 2 catalytic sites (21). For any
pair of large subunits the 2 target methylation sites at Lys-14 are
thus located at opposite ends of the dimer, with the contact
region for one RLSMT being formed by the C- and N-terminal
domains of adjacent large subunits. The tadpole shape of
RLSMT further helps to avoid steric constraints, and as a result
all eight of the Lys-14 methylation sites can simultaneously be
Fig. 2. Dockingof the crystal structures into theEMdensitymap. (AandB) The crystal structuresofRubisco (40) andRLSMT (8)werefit into the3D reconstruction
of the Rubisco–RLSMT complex. Rubisco large and small subunits are dark and light green, respectively. RLSMT is red. The C terminus of RLSMT protrudes from
the density map, but it may be folded back toward the C lobe of the protein as modeled in Fig. S4. (Scale bar, 5 nm.) (C) A detailed view of the Rubisco–RLSMT
interface at the catalytic site. The RLSMT nSET, iSET, cSET, and SET regions are magenta, blue, orange, and cyan, respectively. The C-terminal lobe is shown in
red, and the domain-swapped C-terminal extension in gold. The Rubisco substrate Lys-14 and the invariant active site Tyr-287 in RLSMT are shown in yellow and
red ball-and-stick representations, respectively. RLSMT residues involved in substrate binding are shown in gray ball-and-stick representation. A stereoview of
C is shown in Fig. S6.
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occupied by RLSMT. These observations suggest that RLSMT
has evolved to recognize pairs of large subunits.
The rigid body docking of the Rubisco and RLSMT crystal
structures into the EM density map resulted in a very good
overall fit, although some steric clashes can be seen between
RLSMT and the N and C termini of the 2 Rubisco large subunits
it interacts with (Fig. S5). In our docking, Lys-14 of Rubisco
localizes proximal to the putative active site (Tyr-287) of
RLSMT (Fig. 2C and Fig. S6). The distance between the
hydroxyl group of RLSMT Tyr-287 and the nitrogen in the zeta
position of Rubisco Lys-14 is9 Å. Compared with the distance
between these 2 residues of 3.5 Å in the crystal structure of
RLSMT in ternary complex with lysine and AdoHcy (17), in our
model Rubisco Lys-14 is not as well aligned with RLSMT
Tyr-287. This finding and the observed steric clashes indicate
that a conformational change has to occur to facilitate recog-
nition of the large-subunit N terminus by the protein substrate-
binding cleft of RLSMT. Structural and functional studies of
Rubisco have revealed that the N-terminal tail of the large
subunit is very mobile, which could thus easily move to accom-
modate binding to RLSMT (22–24). Modeling experiments
predict that the most likely binding path for the N terminus of
the large subunit is along the surface of the thread–loop motif
in the SET domain (9). This path would enable the residues
flanking Lys-14 in the large subunit to insert into the RLSMT
substrate-binding site in a registry consistent with a previously
published model for the interactions between the large-subunit
N terminus and RLSMT (17). The residues preceding the Lys-14
methylation site may form additional interactions with RLSMT
or may project away from the complex into solution.
Our model also reveals that the residues surrounding the
entrance to the cofactor-binding cleft of RLSMT interact with
Rubisco and partially occlude the AdoMet site (Fig. 2C and Fig.
S6). These interactions presumably diminish the on-rate for
AdoMet binding. In contrast, the protein substrate-binding site
of RLSMT is relatively unobstructed, which would facilitate
binding of the N terminus of the Rubisco large subunit. There-
fore, a high-affinity collision complex initially formed by the 2
proteins would result in a low KD value for Rubisco and RLSMT,
whereas conformational changes that accompany productive
binding of the N terminus of the Rubisco large subunit in the
protein substrate-binding cleft of RLSMT would produce a
higher Km value. The same would be the case for AdoMet
binding. Interestingly, Km values for Rubisco and AdoMet were
found to be 10- to 20-fold higher than their corresponding
binding constants (Rubisco: Km  1.4 M, KD  0.1 M;
AdoMet: Km  6.0 M, KD  0.3 M) (8, 20).
Calculations of the contact surface area between RLSMT and
Rubisco (Fig. 3A) reveal that 4,156 Å2 or 20% of the total
surface area of RLSMT is directly involved in the interaction.
According to the Kyte–Doolittle hydropathy index, of the resi-
dues involved in this interaction almost half are nonpolar with at
least one third being hydrophobic (Table S1). Multiple sequence
alignments of RLMSTs (Fig. S7) and Rubisco large subunits
from different species (Fig. S8) and examination of the residues
forming the contact surface area (Figs. S7–S9) show that resi-
dues mediating the interaction are conserved (69% identical and
83% homologous for the Rubisco large subunit and 32% iden-
tical and 53% homologous for RLSMT), suggesting that there
may be common structural and/or amino acid sequence deter-
minants in the specific interaction between RLSMT and
Rubisco. The few amino acids that are variable between different
Rubiscos do not seem to be specific for methylated and unmeth-
ylated forms of Rubisco. Therefore, the fact that Rubisco is not
methylated in certain plant species does not appear to be due to
mutations in residues that are required for its interaction with
RLSMT. This conclusion is supported by the observation that
pea RLSMT can methylate naturally unmethylated forms of
Rubisco in vitro.
The kinetic reaction mechanism for RLSMT has been described
as hybrid ping-pong, in which RLSMT remains bound to Rubisco
throughmultiplemethyl group additions to the target lysine residue
(18). RLSMT’s relatively large binding surface outside the imme-
diate catalytic site may be an important component of this mech-
anism. Two previous observations support the idea of contact areas
between Rubisco and RLSMT located outside the catalytic site as
important in contributing to the interaction suggest that these may
be hydrophobic in nature. First, alternative substrates for RLSMT
composed of fusion protein constructs between the first 23 aa from
the large subunit ofRubisco andhuman carbonic anhydrase II show
an increase in the Km for Rubisco from 1.4 M to 1.2 mM (7).
Second, affinity purification protocols for native RLSMT using
immobilized Rubisco used 1 M KCl washes, which did not result in
disassociation of the Rubisco–RLSMT complex (25). Similar ob-
servations have been reported for SET8, because its catalytic
activity for short polypeptide substrates is substantially inhibited by
200 mM NaCl, whereas activity measured by using nucleosomes is
largely unaffected (12). We measured the catalytic activity of
RLSMT in the presence of increasing levels of NaCl and observed
no effect up to a concentration of 800mM, at which the activity was
reduced by 25%. However, a full kinetic analysis of activity in the
presence of 1 M NaCl revealed that there were increases in the Km
for Rubisco (from 1.4 M to 9.5 M) and AdoMet (from 6 M to
46 M) which, when accounted for by increased substrate levels,
resulted in kcat values equal to that observed in the absence of NaCl
(Fig. 4). Thus, it seems unlikely that electrostatic interactions
contribute significantly to the interaction between Rubisco and
RLSMT. Electrostatic surface potential calculations reveal, how-
Fig. 3. The Rubisco–RLSMT interface. (A) The interface surface between
Rubisco and RLSMT has been calculated by Intersurf (41). The contributing
residues are magenta. (B) The 5 imperfect leucine-rich repeats are shown in
green. (C) Calculated surfacepotential onRubisco andRLSMTatneutral pH,with
positive-charge density in blue and negative-charge density in red. (D) Hydro-
phobic potentials of the Rubisco large subunit and RLSMT surfaces calculated
with the program GRID (39). Hydrophobic patches are shown in orange.
























ever, that the interface surfacesmay also complement on charge, so
that some contribution from electrostatic interactions cannot be
excluded (Fig. 3C).
Because the resolution of our EM density map does not suffice
to identify individual interacting residues, we focused our anal-
ysis on surface regions involved in the hydrophobic interaction
between RLSMT and Rubisco. We calculated hydrophobic
potentials across the surfaces of the Rubisco large subunit and
RLSMT and identified hydrophobic patches at the Rubisco–
RLSMT interface (Figs. 3D and Figs. S7 and S8). We found that
most of the hydrophobic regions of the 2 proteins at the interface
overlap and contain conserved residues. This finding agrees with
our conclusion that hydrophobic interactions play an important
role in the Rubisco–RLSMT interaction.
All RLSMTs examined to date contain 5 sequences resem-
bling leucine-rich repeats (LRR), which are frequently associ-
ated with protein–protein interactions (26). All 5 LRR motifs
contribute to the contact surface with Rubisco (Fig. 3B and Fig.
S7). One is located in the N-terminal portion of the SET domain,
and the remaining 4 LRRs are all in the C-terminal lobe region.
Sequence analysis has not revealed the presence of LRRs in
other SET domain PKMTs and the role of LRRs in the
recognition and binding of polypeptide substrates may thus be
unique to RLSMT.
Earlier molecular docking models suggested that the iSET
region might be responsible for differences in polypeptide
substrate specificity between different SET domain PKMTs (12).
In our model of the complex, the iSET region in RLSMT is,
however, located on the opposite side of where it interacts with
Rubisco. It thus appears that the specificity of RLSMT for
Rubisco is mainly mediated by the C-terminal lobe region and
the SET domain itself, a notion that is supported by an exami-
nation of conserved residues in RLSMT (Figs. S7 and S9). This
conclusion differs from a model of the SET8–nucleosome
complex, in which the enzyme’s iSET -helix plays a prominent
role in the interactions with the histone substrate (12). As might
be expected, the N-terminal region of Rubisco containing the
Lys-14 target methylation site is also highly conserved in nearly
all higher plant forms of Rubisco (27) (Fig. S8).
The large contact area between RLSMT and Rubisco also
provides potential insights into the temporal relationship be-
tween the synthesis of the Rubisco large subunit and its meth-
ylation at Lys-14. Because the RLSMT contact region includes
both the C- and N-terminal domains of pairs of Rubisco large
subunits, methylation of Lys-14 most likely takes place after
synthesis of the large subunit and its assembly at least into
dimers. Similarly, because RLSMT does not seem to interact
with the Rubisco small subunit, it would be possible that
methylation occurs before the addition of the small subunits to
the octameric core formed by the large subunits. Finally, our
structure of the Rubisco–RLSMT complex may be relevant to
other important SET-domain PKMTs, such as those specific for
histone polypeptides in nucleosome core particles, because the
interactions these PKMTs form with their substrates may also
involve and be regulated by extensive contacts distant from the
immediate vicinity of the target lysine methylation site.
Materials and Methods
Detailed experimental procedures are provided in SI Materials and Methods.
Protein Production and Kinetics. Pea RLSMT was recombinantly expressed in
Escherichia coliandpurifiedasdescribed in refs. 8 and17. Rubiscowaspurified
from spinach or tobacco leaves (28). Kinetic enzyme assays used previously
determined conditions, which were optimized for linearity with time and
enzyme concentration (18). Binding assays and determination of KD for the
association of pea RLSMT with PVDF-immobilized tobacco Rubisco from
RLSMT knockdown plants was as described in ref. 18. Cross-linking of the
complexes was done with 1,6-bismaleimidohexane (BMH), and the cross-
linked products were resolved by native gel electrophoresis.
ElectronMicroscopy.Rubisco–RLSMT complexesmixed at different ratioswere
prepared for electronmicroscopy by negative stainingwith uranyl formate as
described in ref. 29. For cryo-EM, Rubisco–RLSMT mixtures at a molar ratio of
1:1 were applied to holey carbon grids and frozen in liquid ethane. Images
were recorded with FEI Tecnai T12 and Tecnai F20 electron microscopes on
imagingplates for negatively stained specimens andonKodak SO-163film for
vitrified specimens by using low-dose conditions. Magnifications were
67,000 and 50,000, respectively. Electron micrographs were digitized by
using a Zeiss SCAI scanner with a 7-m step size. The 3  3 pixels were
averaged, yielding a pixel size of 4.1 Å on the specimen scale. CTFTILT (30) was
used to determine defocus values for all of the digitized micrographs.
Image Processing. Images of negatively stained specimens were processed by
using the Spider software package (31). Images of vitrified complexes were
processed by using SPARX (32). The mixture of asymmetric and D4-symmetric
objects requiredaprotocol specificallydesigned todetermine the3Dstructure
of theRubisco–RLSMTcomplex (seeflowchartdepicted inFig. S10). To confirm
the quality of our dataset we first calculated a structure of vitrified Rubisco by
using an ab initio structure determination method (33) (Fig. S11). We then
analyzed thevariance in the2Ddata to localizewhereRLSMTbinds toRubisco.
2D variance maps were aligned such that the resulting density fields reached
maximum density when back-projected into a 3D volume (Fig. S12). To take
advantageof theD4 symmetryof theRubisco coreof the complex,while at the
same time reconstructing the entire Rubisco–RLSMT complex, we modified
the 3D projection alignment procedure and used local symmetrization of the
reconstructed 3D object. We first computed a 3D reconstruction by using the
negative stain dataset (Fig. S13). We then calculated a 3D reconstruction with
the cryo-EM dataset by using the volume obtained with the images of the
negatively stained sampleas the initialmodel (Fig. S2). To separateourdataset
into images representing Rubisco alone and Rubisco–RLSMT complexes, we
performed amultireference 3D projection alignment by using the reconstruc-
tions of Rubisco and the Rubisco–RLSMT complex as templates (34) (Fig. S14).
Fig. 4. Kinetic analyses of RLSMT activity in the presence of 1 M NaCl. (A) RLSMT turnover as a function of Rubisco concentration at 288 M AdoMet, kcat 
1.1 min1, Km  9.5 M. (B) RLSMT turnover as a function of AdoMet concentration at 22 M Rubisco, kcat  1.3 min1, Km  46.2 M. In the absence of NaCl
the RLSMT kinetic parameterswere kcat 1.1min1,Km for Rubisco 1.4M, andKm for AdoMet 6.0M.Data inA are from2 separate experimentswith different
concentrations of Rubisco, anddata inB are from3 separate experiments using the sameAdoMet concentrations. Kinetic parameters (Km and kcat)were obtained
from fitted Michaelis-Menten equations using SigmaPlot 10.0.
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The crystal structures of RLSMT and Rubisco were docked into the final map
using rigid body fitting in Situs (35). Figures were generated by using the
programs PyMOL (36) and Chimera (37). Electrostatic surface potentials were
calculated with the program GRASP (38), and hydrophobic potentials on the
surface of Rubisco and RLSMT with the program GRID (39).
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